
 

punk rock changed my life 

a zine in response to a song 

by Andy Paine 



Salary - Pogo 

 

It was 1996, I was hanging out 

With Lucas and Luke, at Luke’s auntie’s house 

We found a record by The Dead Kennedys 

Fresh Fruit For The Rotting Vegetables, punk rock changed my life 

 

I went to Innaloo Shopping Centre 

I bought a cd, it was called All Ages 

It was by Bad Religion, I played it over and over  

Until I fell asleep, and punk rock changed my life 

 

One day at school, my friend Ian asked me 

If I’d like to go to an all ages show 

By a band called Fugazi, he lent me the CD 

When they started to play people started to jump, and punk rock changed my life 

 

Pogo, pogo 

 

It’s 1998 and I’m riding my skateboard 

To listen to Rancid from outside the pub 

I knocked on the back door, someone let me in 

Side stage a mohawk blazes, punk rock changed my life 

 

That night I crashed at a stranger’s house 

They played me an album, Sublime 40 oz. 

It had a sample of the Minutemen,  

History Lesson Part II, and punk rock changed my life 

 

Pogo, pogo 

  



April 2019 

 

My friend Ray tells me he is putting out a record on his independent label 

by a band called Salary. “You should listen to the single,” he says. “It’s about 

being a teenager and having punk rock change your life. It’s pretty much 

about my life too.” 

Within a few hours, I was online listening to the song. It was called Pogo. I 

agreed it was really great. What’s more, I felt it was kinda about my life too. 

The places were different (I have never been to Innaloo Shopping Centre), 

the timeframe was a little bit earlier, but the bands and records mentioned 

were all also a part of my teenage life. And so was that hard to define feeling 

that punk rock – this simple yet vague label that gets applied to lots of 

different things and whose meaning is often disputed – had in some way 

changed my life. 

I like the song’s odd, woozy tone. I love little details in the lyrics – things 

that maybe lyricist Sean Gorman didn’t even consciously intend when he 

wrote it. Like that he wrongly calls the Dead Kennedys debut album Fresh 

Fruit For The Rotting Vegetables (there’s no the in the actual title) – as if the 

thing he is singing about is the album in his memory and the role it plays 

there, not the actual object. I like how it lists the mundane places where 

each incident plays out – a friend’s relative’s house, the shopping centre, 

school – highlighting the ability of music to transform everyday situations 

into something significant. I like the different elements of punk he talks 

about – the shock of hearing sounds you’d never heard before; the lyrics of 

intelligent, politically aware songwriters; the physicality of jumping around 

to high energy music; the community that comes from sharing a love of this 

music. 

I got kind of obsessed with Pogo after that first listen. I played it over and 

over again. I contacted Sean and went to have a chat with him about his 

creation - theoretically for an interview to be played on the radio, but mostly 

just because I wanted to talk to about the song and all the feelings it 

conjured.  

It got me thinking about my own teenage years – some of which were spent 

with those same bands and records listed in Pogo. What was it about those 



songs that impacted me so much? Do they have any ongoing effect? I’m in 

my 30’s now; but still playing and writing about music, still believing in those 

political ideals that some of those American punk bands were influential in 

my forming.  

There are different ways of art interacting with the past. One is nostalgia. 

This is art made facing backwards, either aping styles from the past or purely 

depicting events that have happened. Another though is what some have 

called hauntology. Exactly what hauntology means is not always clear from 

those who write about it, but roughly it means looking at how those in the 

past imagined the future, to try to imagine alternatives to our present. 

Some would say Pogo is a nostalgic song – the events all occurred two 

decades in the past, and Sean even timestamps them each with the year and 

place they occurred. But I think it is a hauntological song. Because in 

remembering the impact punk music had on Sean’s teenage life, it raises 

questions for the present and future about art and life. 

Questions like: What kind of impact do I want the music I make to have on 

those who hear it? What kind of music do I want to be seeking out and 

listening to? What is the purpose of making art when we are destroying the 

planet and people are still starving to death? Am I still open to my life being 

impacted by something amazing I’m yet to discover?  

One night, still only a couple of weeks after the song had been released, I 

listened to it and thought about these questions. That was when the idea for 

this zine came about. I hope that, whether you spent your teen years 

listening to American punk bands or not, reading this can encourage you to 

think about the impact music can have on us and the role it can play in 

making the world better, even if just a little bit at a time. 

  



December 2012 

 

It was through an odd set of circumstances that I ended up on an unplanned 

trip to New York City. The mother of my girlfriend at the time was living 

in New York, and wanted to meet me so flew us both over to the other side 

of the world. So there we were, staying in midtown Manhattan. Near Grand 

Central Station, not far from the Empire State Building and Central Park. 

But the cultural landmarks of the neighbourhood I was interested in were 

slightly different. One night me and my girlfriend (who had never listened 

to much punk music) went on a pilgrimage of sorts – first to the corner of 

53rd and 3rd streets, where The Ramones sung about a young street prostitute 

stabbing a violent assailant. Then we walked a couple of blocks to the corner 

of 52nd and Broadway, where in Rancid’s song Olympia, WA they sung about 

being stuck in New York when you wanted to be with your lover on the 

other side of the country. 

As far as New York tourist excursions go it’s a bit of an odd one I know, 

but the funny thing is a year or so later I was hanging out with some friends 

and somehow the topic of my Rancid pilgrimage came up. “Yeah I did that 

too” said my friend. 

I’m sure we’re not alone. It’s funny to think of all the cultural influence 

that’s come out of that city and then picture all these punk kids going to 

visit an innocuous street corner where a Californian band sang about not 

wanting to be in New York. 

But then so much of being a teen into punk is about not fitting in with the 

world around you. The thing that makes the chorus of Olympia WA so great 

is the implied question mark when Tim Armstrong yells “New York City? I 

wish I was on the highway”. It’s the emphatic “no”, the rejection of what 

everyone else tells you you’re meant to do. 

Another year or two on, I’m playing an acoustic punk gig with Hanny J and 

Dan Raw. During Dan’s set, Hanny got up and they duetted on Olympia 

WA. It was awesome, and most of the people there were singing along. 

Some friends had come to the show to watch me play. They had never heard 

of Rancid and felt like they were missing something as the room exploded 

with joy. To be honest, they were. It made me reflect on what it meant to 



be part of a subculture. Me in country New South Wales, Hanny in country 

Queensland, Dan in South Australia, kids everywhere sharing the 

experience of discovering punk music through American bands and Punk-

O-Rama compilations and feeling like we’d found somewhere we belonged, 

something we’d always been missing. 

I don’t always feel like the community of punk offers much very tangible, 

but it does offer something – a group of people who share a formative 

experience; that many of us went through alone and had to later seek out 

others who had the same. 

Rancid pop up again in the lyrics to Pogo – a charming little tale about Sean 

being let in backstage by a roadie when he couldn’t get in the front door. 

It’s a classic punk story – love of the music, connection through it, solidarity 

between underdogs. When you hear that verse you can recognise many of 

the things we instinctively love about punk. 

In a lot of ways Rancid are like a caricature of punk – in costume of 

mohawks and leather jackets, their music a pastiche of ska and street punk 

from the generation before theirs. Their imitation of the British punks they 

loved went so far they sing “Dial 999 if you really want the truth” in Maxwell 

Murder even though you could call that number as many times as you want 

in the US and no emergency service will ever answer. 

And yet somehow Rancid seem to represent punk in its purest form. And 

their music is something punks all around the world share and love. It tells 

our stories, is part of who we are. To quote another line from The 

Minutemen’s History Lesson Part II, “Mister Narrator, this is Bob Dylan to me.” 

 

 

 

  



February 2019 

 

After nearly seven years living in Brisbane, I felt stuck in a rut and in need 

of a change. Recalling the inspiring days of myself as a younger man turning 

up in new places where I didn’t know anybody, but running out of cities on 

the east coast, I headed across our vast continent to Perth. 

I turned up without much stuff – the best way to travel. Despite the ease 

these days of carrying music, I also took very little of that. I don’t have an 

account on any streaming service and I had just an 8GB mp3 player with a 

small curation of all the music I have owned over the years. I wanted it that 

way. Not overburdened by all the music of the world, free to discover new 

music and new things in songs and artists I already know and love. 

One thing I did have on that mp3 player was the first two albums by Strike 

Anywhere. Now Strike Anywhere are not mentioned in the lyrics of Pogo. 

They fit the mould of politically conscious American punk band that Sean 

does mention, but they came a bit later than the song’s late 90’s timeframe. 

Nor were they actually a band I personally listened to much as a teenager, 

though they were around by then and were quite similar to a lot of what I 

was playing at the time – melodic skate-punk with political lyrics from a 

medium-sized independent label. I guess I just missed them then. I did see 

them play once in my early 20’s at Caringbah Bizzo’s, though that show has 

not particularly impressed itself on my memory either. 

I had come across Strike Anywhere’s music again towards the end of my 

time in Brisbane and had started listening to them; I think partly because it 

played the same nostalgic/hauntological role in my mind that Pogo later 

would. 

When I arrived in Perth, I had a lot of time on my hands and a lot of 

thoughts running through my head. It was the beginning of a new stage of 

life for me, and the end of an old one. I thought a lot about my life; about 

what it had been and what I wanted it to be for the future. 

And I listened to Strike Anywhere. Repeatedly. While relaxing, while 

walking or riding a bike, while going to sleep at night. Even when not 

listening to it, I would have the songs reverberating around my head. 



What was it about this music that I was so obsessed with? It’s not that it 

sounds that remarkable – it’s pretty generic melodic punk really. The lyrics 

are pretty good, and a bit more interesting than the simple sloganeering of 

a lot of punk, but it’s not that they opened my mind up to revelatory new 

insights. 

Some would say the politics of Strike Anywhere haven’t aged very well since 

the early 2000’s when those records were made. These days they could be 

picked apart pretty harshly by online political commentators. All white men 

taking up space on stage, singer Thomas Barnett’s culturally appropriated 

dreadlocks, lines like “black and white, we will rise, make them pay” 

showing a lack of self-awareness of their own privilege. 

The politics of Strike Anywhere belong to the era of radical politics mostly 

called “anti-globalisation”. It was a time when activists tried to expose and 

resist the exploitative working conditions and resource extraction of big 

corporations in the developing world; and simultaneously the boredom and 

meaninglessness of life in first world consumer society. A time of mass 

protests against global economic summits, radical street parties, culture-

jamming, and a belief in the power of alternative subcultures and internet 

communities like Indymedia to change the world. 

“The media disguise the system with designer clothes and violence, regulate our birthright,” 

sing Strike Anywhere in Riot Of Words. “Dead-eyed but unbroken. Yeah, we're 

feeling alive in the dead world they've made.” 

When exactly the “anti-globalisation” era ended is not clear. Some would 

say the failure of mass movements to stop the invasion of Iraq in 2003 hit 

it with a terminal blow. At some point there was also the realisation that 

kids in the western world fighting cops on the street didn’t actually do much 

to improve the lives of sweatshop workers. The political naivete of the 

movement was exposed, and those mass gatherings gave way to a more 

analytical and reserved approach to radical politics. 

But that era of political activism still holds a place in my heart. Partly because 

it is the era that inspired me as a teenager to engage with the world politically 

and to think critically about society. I guess that’s the nostalgic side of it. 

But also because it was a time that believed in creating alternatives – it 

pointed to possible futures in a way I don’t feel current radical politics does. 



I thought about this occasionally as I was listening to the album. Refusal 

opens with the line “Sister, I won’t let you go. I won't let them take you into the 

silence of a past divided”. Pretty cheesy really, but then I would compare it with 

a lyric from probably my favourite political punk record from 2018 – 

feminist punks Petrol Girls, whose track Sister contained the somewhat odd 

lyric “we must not weaponise theory against each other.”  

As far as political aims go, that one’s not very ambitious, and yet working 

towards a world where people don’t use political theory to denigrate other 

activists is where we’re at in 2019. Strike Anywhere are an anomaly in that 

world with their simple belief in a radical subculture that sticks together and 

inspires action to free us from the physical and mental oppression of 

consumer capitalism. 

My trip to Perth had many aspects to it. One was to try to discover new 

things in a life open again to new opportunities and in a part of the country 

I’d never been before. Another was to try to rediscover the things that had 

inspired me to pursue the life I have. The part of myself that believed we 

could change the world, that there is always more out there to discover. 

That would travel around with nothing, excited about what opportunities 

would come my way. The part of myself that would dive headfirst into 

activism and music because I believed these things would give me the sense 

of joy, community and fulfillment that the society around me never did. 

When you talk about asking big questions about life direction and purpose, 

it seems funny to think that a few punk songs stuck in your ear in a new city 

could have much of an impact. And yet this is the role Strike Anywhere 

played in those first few weeks in Perth. I would feel that classic boom-ka 

drumbeat match the beat of my heart. I would sing those lyrics, holding on 

to them as symbols of the things I loved and, despite everything, wasn’t 

quite ready to let go of yet. The future they pointed to may have never quite 

arrived, but the promise is still there somehow. 

 

ps. Including Strike Anywhere in this zine actually links it to another folky 

songwriter who writes beautifully about the effects of punk on her life. 

That’s Laura Mardon, who I think is great and who mentions Strike 

Anywhere in her song What Posters Did You Have? 



 

March 2006 

 

I made the big move from the country to the city with few plans other than 

to get out of the small town that had been home for my entire life. I landed 

in Miranda, the southern Sydney suburb my high school friend had grown 

up in where we were going to find somewhere to live. On one of those first 

nights in Miranda I went for a walk around to explore my new surroundings. 

In that suburban shopping mall, I walked into JB Hi-Fi and stared in awe at 

the punk/hardcore CD section. That was something you definitely didn’t 

have in Mudgee. I bought Against Me!’s Reinventing Axl Rose album, and 

took it home – its wild raucous energy the perfect soundtrack to how I felt 

being unleashed in the big city. Like Sean with his Bad Religion CD bought 

at Innaloo Shopping Centre, I played it over and over until I fell asleep. 

Anyone who knows their Sydney suburbs of course will know that Miranda 

is neither the bustling metropolis nor the hub of punk rock. It’s funny 

actually, in the course of writing this a memory I had completely forgotten 

came to me – one night, while thinking that this experience of the city wasn’t 

exactly what I had hoped for and no doubt listening to the band, I 

daydreamed that one day I would run into a girl wearing an Against Me! t-

shirt and we would instantly connect. 

I never did run into that girl, and I settled into a somewhat different life in 

the suburbs for a few years. But I never forgot the promise of those punk 

albums. Eventually I found those DIY punk shows I was sure existed in the 

city somewhere, and when some of them dissolved into late night acoustic 

singalongs, we would yell those Against Me! songs and I knew I had finally 

found something I had been seeking. 

Over the years I have seen Against Me! play a couple of times, though they 

were slightly odd experiences. One of the fascinating things about observing 

the band over their long career is that they are a web of contradictions. They 

sang about rejecting arenas and rockstars in Reinventing Axl Rose, but wound 

up playing in arenas and being interviewed by Rolling Stone. They wrote 

Baby, I’m an Anarchist as teenagers, then essentially rebutted it with I Was a 

Teenage Anarchist years later. They made a tour documentary about being 



courted by but refusing to sign with major labels, then about a year later 

signed to a major label anyway. They are a political punk band whose songs 

have mostly been about political powerlessness and criticising the punk 

scene. Their musical style has changed from acoustic thrash to pop punk to 

sleek alternative rock. Bizarrely, the person who wrote that debut album I 

loved so much is now “dead” – following gender transition, Tom Gabel is 

no more and Laura Grace is the singer of the band. 

When I arrived in Perth in 2019, as soon as possible I went to volunteer at 

Food Not Bombs – a wonderful institution (often but not always linked to 

punk scenes) of free vegan community meals which I have done for years 

and always try to link up with when I travel. One of the first people I met 

there was a 17 year old named Shay. Shay is almost half my age, but also 

loves Against Me!. Interestingly though, they get something very different 

out of the band than what I did at their age. Shay is transgender and in 

listening to Against Me! hears the familiar experiences of gender dysphoria 

being expressed. Shay’s experience is a world away from mine, but it is 

another example of the ability of punk rock to change a life.  

As we cook and clean together at Food Not Bombs, me and Shay would 

mostly talk about punk music. Early on I found out Shay wrote songs but 

hadn’t played any shows. “Let’s organise one!” I said. When Shay said they 

didn’t know how, I said it’s easy. You just find somewhere to play and invite 

your friends. We did it too, in a Perth park on a Saturday afternoon. Shay’s 

vast enthusiasm for punk reflects that of myself and Sean as teenagers. 

Pogo ends with Sean referencing The Minutemen’s classic song about punk 

rock changing their lives. It also, of course, provides the hook for the song. 

History Lesson Part II was written in 1984; but was first heard by Sean via a 

short sample at the beginning of Sublime’s song Waiting For My Ruca, written 

in 1992. I heard it as a teenager too, buying the album after reading about 

The Minutemen while scouring the internet trying to digest the entire 

history of punk. 

I love that Pogo ends with this cross-generational reference. History Lesson 

Part II, like Pogo, is a song about the past. “We learned punk rock in Hollywood. 

Drove up from Pedro... We’d go drink and pogo.” But it’s also a song about the 

future, its lyrics quoted once again as 35 years later this simple music we call 

punk rock keeps on changing lives. 



 

May 2019 

listen to Pogo at stockrecordsperth.bandcamp.com/track/pogo 

hear my interview with Sean Gorman at 

soundcloud.com/ian-curr/punk-rock-changed-

my-life-a-chat-with-sean-gorman-of-salary 

andy.paine77@gmail.com 

andypaine.wordpress.com 


